SEE STANDARD DETAIL F1 FOR CONSTRUCTION NOTES D1-D11. ALL NOTES APPLY UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

1.5% OR FLATTER RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGN/FORMWORK (2% MAX)

7.5% OR FLATTER RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGN/FORMWORK (8.3% MAX)

9.5% OR FLATTER RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGN/FORMWORK (103% MAX)

SECTION A-A

CEMENT CONCRETE APPROACH
MODIFIED TYPE 2 - ATTACHED SIDEWALK

APPROVED
01/26/16

COUNTY ENGINEER

CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC WORKS
Proud past, promising future

F16

REVISED GRADES
DATE
BY

1/2" MAX
SEE NOTE D10

1"-4"

6" MIN(RESIDENTIAL) (SEE NOTE D1)
8" MIN (COMMERCIAL) (SEE NOTE D11)

THICKENED EDGE OF CURB AND GUTTER SECTION FULL WIDTH OF APPROACH